. Individual calcium responses of PDE pair from well-fed wild-type animals and CEPD and CEPV neuron pairs from well-fed trp-4 animals. When the average R/R 0 after t = 0 was <1.1 in PDE or in both of CEPD and CEPV in an animal, the animal was regarded as "not responding" one and the data is shown in grey. Similarly to Fig. 3 , the time when an animal entered a bacterial lawn was determined as t = 0. Table S1 . Numbers of synaptic connections from CEP neurons to target neurons. Targeted neuron  CEPDL  CEPDR  CEPVL CEPVR  Targeting CEP  ---------------------------------------ADLR  2  single  AFDL  1  single  AINL  1  single  ALML  2  single 
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and LR ---------------------------------------
(continued) SIADR  2  single  SIAVL  1  single  SIAVR  4  single  SIBDR  1  single  SIBVR  1  single  SMBDL  1  single  SMBDR  3  single  SMBVL  1  single  SMBVR  1  single  SMDDR  1  single  SMDVR  1  single  URADL  3  single  URADR  2  single  URAVL  2  single  URAVR  2  single  URBL  6  single  URBR  7  single  URXL  1  single  URXR  2  single  URYDL  3  single  URYDR  1  single  URYVL  3  single  URYVR  1  single  dBWMR3  3  single  dBWML5  1  single  dBWMR5  2  single  vBWMR3  1  single  vBWML5  1  single  vBWMR5  2  single  vBWML7  2  single  vBWMR8  2  single  glial  1  single  - 
Targeted neuron CEPDL CEPDR CEPVL CEPVR Targeting CEP ---------------------------------------
---------------------------------------
CEPDL, CEPD-left; CEPDR, CEPD-right; CEPVL, CEPV-left; CEPVR, CEPV-right. 
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